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In Big Lies, Joe Conason rips through the ten most damaging lies perpetrated by the right wing

propaganda machine. This scathing, fact-filled analysis debunks it all: - The myth that Republicans

are fiscal geniuses and champions of free enterprise. - The right's self-proclaimed monopoly on

"family values."- The conservative smearing of liberals as unpatriotic and anti-American.- And of

course, the "compassionate conservatism" of George W. Bush. (It depends on the meaning of

â€œcompassionate.â€•)Big Lies confronts right-wing slander and bias with a long-awaited,

badly-needed counterpunch to the deceptions that have plagued American politics for a generation.
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He writes a book exposing lies told to all of us by mostly extreme right-wing conservatives. He is not

attacking the Republican party as a whole, or the Democrat, for that matter, but certain individuals

and groups. He isn't trying to say that all conservatives or liberals are bad, but there are several out

there that have taken their lies so far out that they have hurt the country to the very depths of its

soul. All of us have a little liberal and a little conservative in us, some a little more of one than the

other. It is this small right wing group he talks of, compared to the entire country, that has turned this

country upside down with their lies. He is trying to clear some of them up.Ann Coulter is one that he

exposes. Why anyone would want to believe her lies is beyond me. Her ideas are so unamerican

and unchristian that it is mind boggling that they even published her book, but then you see the



people who support it and her and then you get a little better idea of the brain-washing that the

people are getting.He exposes the news media for its bias and shows the relations of various

owners and their blatant use of distorting the truth.He tells about how Bush distorts the truth about

taxes. How he tries to convince the average person how good a deal they are getting when the rich

elite are the ones that are getting the deals. Most corporations and such do not pay the taxes that

they should in the first place and then they get the big refunds. An example would be that under the

Jobs Growth Tax Relief and Recconciliation act of 2003 under Section 179 expense Deduction:

expense deduction was increased from 25,000 to 100,000 for 2003, 2004, 2005. That is 75,000

dollars that will not be taxed.

This book is well worth reading and easily rises above the comments of the 'reader from San

Francisco' (who seemed to think that CNN is a leftist television station because it is to the left of

Bush on a few more issues than Fox is). It seems unfair to let such a lengthy attack on the book go

unanswered, so here goes:1)If the commentator truly wishes to see the extent of the falsity in

Bernard Goldberg's _Bias_, then he ought to read Eric Alterman's _What Liberal Media?_.

Presumably, with this excellent refutation of Goldberg's canards already on the market, Conanson

deemed it unnecessary to devote much space to this issue. But I'd be surprised if any open-minded

person could give any credit to Goldberg after reading both his book and Alterman's.2)Conanson's

claims about Clinton's more aggressive stance regarding Bin Laden are correct and

well-documented. If the commentator doubts those claims, the burden is on him to show where

Conanson's arguments break down. Clearly, the commentator has failed to do this: saying it's "just

silly" only shows that he doesn't believe the claims made. But to doubt the conclusion to be sound

without being able to find any flaws in the argument or its premises, or even to produce any

counterargument, is just pigheadedness.3)In his next paragraph, the commentator asks "how the

heck can you claim that the media are owned by the corporations?", the implication being that this

claim of Conanson's (which is, again, backed up very well) is ridiculous and false. But this is hardly

a matter of opinion! The media outlets described _are_ all owned by corporations. That is a matter

of public record that nobody -- not even the media outlets and the corporations who own them --

attempts to deny!
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